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ASSEMBLY TOOLS FOR PRESS FITTING

AC-FIX PRESS COMPACT 2
Pressing tool to assemble AC-FIX press fittings for PEX, PB and Multilayer pipes.
This handy and light tool with swivelling jaw can be used in different positions for the
assembly of press fittings from DN12 to 32.

LI-ION BATTERY PRESSING TOOL

Standart set: Resistant plastic box with preformed
foam containing pressing tool, 4 sets of inserts type
“U” or ”RF”, or 3 sets of inserts type “TH”, battery and
charger. Includes instructions and warranty certificate.

-

Interchangeable “U” or “RF” inserts for DN 12, 16, 18,
20, 25 and 32 fittings.

-

Li-Ion battery 12V 2,6Ah.

-

Li-Ion battery with overheating and overload protection
with temperature control (NTC).

-

Battery charger AC 220/240V, DC 12 V, 50/60Hz,
36W (charging time: 60 min).

-

Linear thrust : 20kN

-

Electrical motor: 12V, 293W max.

-

Total actual working weight (with clamp and battery
included) just 4.3 kg.

-

Total length only 39 cm. It can be used in small
spaces and with one hand.

Warranty 1 year.

39 cm

- Ideal distribution of the weight and ergonomic design:
the handle in the centre of gravity allows an easy
handling with one hand.
- Automatic piston return.
-

Inserts made of hardened special steel in order to
withstand heavy load and to increase the lifetime of
the tool without wear of the pressing profile.

-

Inserts with high dimensional precision machining.

-

Individual serial number in the central block of the jaw
that allows an accurate tracking of the guarantee.

(*) Remark: The pressing tool AC-FIX PRESS COMPACT 2 can be used to press fittings from other manufacturers.
To assemble fittings type TH, we have inserts type TH.
Do not hesitate to ask us and we will inform you about the relevant testing or approvals.

